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Abstract. A revolution in particles physics that’s propelled by new Hep ex-

periments is closing. A stringent demands for new physics is obvious now.

In seeking the so-called new physics some still try on revising String theory
instead of re-checking the fundamental of QCD or even perturbation reason-

ings. I guess this revolution would not be satisfied with any repairs on surface

of physics. My article here is a try on changing fundamental concepts about
matters, Which is of course be admitted by tempered ones indulging in their

hap-hap playing.

The solution with no singularity of wave equation for E-M fields is solved
not to Bessel function, which’s geometrical size is little enough to explain all

effects in matter’s structure: strong, weak effect or even other new ones. The
mathematic calculation leaded by quantum theory reveals the quantization

of charge for electron at first, then the reason and calculation of weak or

strong decay and static properties of elementary particles, all coincide with
experimental data, and a covariant equation comprising bent space is proposed

to explain mass.
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1. Unit Dimension of sch

A rebuilding of units and physical dimensions is needed. Time s is fundamental.
The velocity of light is set to 1

V elocity : c = 1

Hence the dimension of length is
L : c(s)

The ~ is set to 1
Energy : ~(s−1)

In Maxwell equations the following is set

cε = 1, cµ = 1

One can have

ε :
Q2

εL
;

µ :
εL

c2Q2

UnitiveElectricalCharge : σ =
√

~
It’s very strange that the charge is analyzed as space and mass. Charge Q is then
defined as Q/σ here, without unit.

σ = 1.03× 10−17C = 64e, e/σ = e/σ = 1/64 = 1.56× 10−2

H : Q/(LT ) :
√

~/c(s−2)

E : ε/(LQ) :
√

~/c(s−2)
If ~, c is taken as a number instead of unit, then all physical units is described as
the powers of the second: sn.

The unit of charge can be reset by linear variation of charge-unit

Q → CQ,Q : σ/C

We will use it without detailed explanation.

2. Quantization

All above discussion bases on a explanation of quantization, or real probability
explanation for quantum theory, which bases on a Transfer Probability Matrix
(TPM)

Pi(x)M = Pf (x)
As a fact, that a particle appears in a point at rate 1 is independent with appearing
at anther point at rate 1. There still another pairs of independent states

S1 = eipx, S2 = eip′x

because

< s1, s2 >=
∫

dV s1s
∗
2 = Nδ(p− p′)
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In fact in the TPM formulation, it’s been accepted for granted that the Hermitian
inner-product is the measure of the dependence of two states, and it is also implied
by the formula

P1MP ∗
2

Depending on this view point one can constructs a wave

eipx

and gifts it with the momentum explanation p, Then all quantum theory is set up.

3. Self-consistent Electrical-magnetic Fields

The Maxwell equations are
∂H

∂t
+∇× E = 0

∂E

∂t
−∇×H + J = 0

Symbols are defined

U ij := F ij , i, j 6= 0, U0i = U∗
i0 = iF0i

2ε := U∗ • U :=
∑
i,j

U∗
ij • Uij

it’s discussed that plat and straight space and all physicals in time-dimension is
applied a factor i. ’•’ is similar to ’·’ and we will extends its meaning latter.

Uij,j = J

Firstly, Φ is unidentified matter that’s in fact property of space.
Secondly writing down a equation conforming to the logics of physical dimen-

sions,

(3.1) |QΦ · ∂tΦ∗| = U∗ • U/2, < Φ,Φ >= 1

The energy of system is proportional to system’s gross charge and its dimensional
factor is 1. This equation explains charge’s distribution.

The charge Q is set to 1 by variation of unit.
Because the initial gross momentum distribution is kept in the scene of effects,

it’s

(3.2) Φ∗∂Φ = ∂(U∗ • U)/2

So that the current is judged by the momentum. Hence the valid equations is

(3.3) Uik,k = ∆t(U∗ • (
∫ t

dt)2U),i/2

A possible gauge to meet
j ·A = 0

is chosen. This equation is solved to

V ρ = 2ε, ρ = −∆tε
t =:

∫
dt∆tε

∂∆tε = ρ∂V

They are deduced from the quantum or Newtonian explanation of E-M fields.

(∆tε)2 = ∆tεt∆tε
t
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(3.4)
∆tε

∆0ε
= e−tV0/2

(3.5)
∫

dV ∆tε∫
dV ∆0ε

= et
∫

dV ∆∞
0 ε

The explanation of a wave
u := Ueipx

is: Its charge density is −iu∗ ·
∫ t

dtu and it’s charge-energy product density is u∗ ·u.
The equation 3.3 have symmetries

CPT,CcT

4. Stable Particle

All particles are elementarily E-M fields is presumed. It’s trying to find stable
solution of the Maxwell equations in complex domain

∇× E + ∂tH = 0

−∇×H + ∂tE = −∇(
∫ t

dt)2∆t(E · E∗ + H ·H∗)/2

One can write down the solution possible initially and correct it by re-substitution
latter

E = E0 + iEte
ikt,H = H0 + Hte

ikt

In the first round of substitution

kHt +∇× Et = 0

Jt = −∇(E∗
0 · iEte

ikt + H∗
0 ·Hte

ikt))/(2k2) + cc.

kEte
ikt +∇×Hte

ikt = Jt

S = [E,H]∗ · [E,H]T

∇×H0 = [E,H]∗
−i∂t

2k3
∇[E,H]T = J0

(4.1) ∇ · E0 = [E,H]∗
−i∂t

2k2
[E,H]T = ρ0

∇× E0 = 0∫
dV · S = 2kQ

By re-substitution the solution is found like

∆n+1E0(r) =
∫

dV ′ · (r− r′) ·∆nρ0(r′)
4π(r − r′)3

∆n+1H0(r) =
∫

dV ′ · (r− r′)×∆nJ0(r′)
4π(r − r′)3

∆n+1(∂tE) = ∆n+1Jt

Sn+1 → αSn+1 :
∫

dV · ρ0 = Q

The last one is normalization by charge and natural frequency.
As above It’s to choose the initiation of the re-substitution that this state

∇2(Er,Hr) = −k2(Er,Hr)
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This state of E-field is called the core of the particle. The final solution has branch
of higher frequency nk. The wave function Ψ is

Ψ = [E,H],Ψ+ = [E,H]∗T

The static features are the following:
The static M-field by momentum

Ĥ0 =
−i∂tp̂

k3

The magnetic dipole moment operator by angular momentum

µ̂z =
−i∂t∂φ

k3

Both are in unitized charge. The < Ψ,Ψ > is normalized to 2kQ and for any
physical s

s =< Ψ|ŝ|Ψ >

5. Radium Function

Firstly
∇2H = −k2H

is solved. Exactly, it’s solved in spherical coordinate

0 = r2∇2f + k2f = (r2fr)r + k2r2f +
1

sin θ
(sin θfθ)θ +

1
sin2 θ

(fφ)φ

Its solution is
f = RΘΦ = RlYlm

Θ = Pm
l (cos θ),Φ = cos(α + mφ)

Rl = Nηl(kr), ηl(r) = rl

∫ ∞

0

(1− λ)l

(1 + λ)l+2
cos(λr)dλ∫ ∞

0

dr · r2R2 = 1

R is solved like
(r2Rr)r = −k2r2R + l(l + 1)R, l ≥ 0

R → rR′

(r2R′)rr = −k2r2R′ + l(l + 1)R′

R′ → rl−1R′

rR′
rr + 2(l + 1)R′

r + k2rR′ = 0

r → r/k

(s2F )′ + 2(l + 1)F + F ′ = 0, F = F (R′)

F () is the Fourier transform

R′ =
∫ ∞

0

(1− λ)l

(1 + λ)l+2
cos(λr)dλ

The function R′ has zero derivative at r = 0 and is zero as r →∞. Obviously there
is no quantization for it.
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Figure 1. the shape of radium function R1 by DFT

6. Solution

The derivatives of the function of electron has a strange breaking point in coor-
dinate origin hence without normal convenience of Fourier transform. The following
are some proximation of the first rank. The solution of l = 1,m = 1, Q = e/σ is
calculated or tested. The initial state for re-substitution is

Et = ẑk2R1(kr)Y1,1, Q = 1

The curve of R1 is like the one in the figure 1.
It tries to find the quantum Q of the particle

∇∇ · iEte
ikt = −Jt

The imaginary part and the higher power of Q is omitted in integration∫
dV · (<(Et) · ∇)∇ · <(Et) =

∫
dV · 2(<(Et))4/k2

As the result the quantization of natural charge is obtained,

Q = 0.0140σ

It’s close to the charge of electron

e/σ = 0.0156017[1]

The calculation of electric dipole moment of first rank of proximation leads to
a zero results. I guess it’s zero to any rank of proximation.

The magnetic dipole moment µz is calculated as the first rank of proximation

µz =
1

2k2

∫
dV · (E · ∂φE∗ + H · ∂φH∗)

=
1

2k2

∫
dV · (Et · E∗

t + Ht ·H∗
t )

=
Q

2k
= µB

if Q = e/σ.
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7. Charge, the Relation between Mass and Energy

From the discussion above, the quantum of charge is an inferior physical. The
dimensions of physic system are two: time and mass, which’s in units system: Kg
and s, in constants: me, e. In sch dependence: s, ~. But they are connected each
other. From the equation 3.1 ∫

dV · |U |2/2 = Qk

The natural frequency marks static mass—this result is one of relative theory and
very natural. This formula also evinces that the energy of E-M fields is not all
the energy of this particle but a part Q of the whole. In fact the relative-charge
distributes the energy between mass (ie. space) and E-M fields. The notion Q is
fit to be interpreted as ”quotient”. The following will discuss this in details.

As two electrons meet and effect each other, their phases of the vibrations are
also key, but the effect of phase is not observed. Considering two electrons with
the same phase start from the same place and meet at the other one, the relative
theory give a result that their phase are the same as they meet

ei
∫

∂
∑

xi

By inverse measure
gij = g′ij

In new measure this integration equal is

ei
∫

d
∑

xi

One can guess that all the electrons in this cosmos are generated in the same place
and the same time.

If one defines

X =
∑

xiPi, DPi = 0, Pi(O) · Pj(O) = 0, |Pi| = 1

Then the following group

ei
∫

∂(pixi), Dp = 0, p = piPi

are all orthogonal each other under the covariant integration in 4-d space. In fact
under this base all differential is good as covariant and can be operated like in
straight and flat space. More over we have the covariant spectrum indexed by p,

F (ei
∫

∂(pixi)) := p

and the free harmonic wave

Uei
∫

∂(pixi), DU = 0

If the equation that connects space and E-M fields is written down for cosmos
of electrons, it’s proximately the following:

(7.1) Rij −
1
2
Rgij = 8πG∆tTij/e2

/σ

Tij = Fµ
i • F ∗

µj −
1
4
Fµν • Fµν∗

All tensors are expressed in base Pi. This equation is of no importance but of
giving mass because the space is decided by E-M fields instantly. This formula is
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suitable for composite particle (for electron only a 1/e/σ is applied in the factor),
The detailed reason is in the section 9

The Einstein’s Theory of space and gravity is compatible with this theory and
explains the energy of space and the looking mass k (generated by moving coordi-
nate system) of particle.

8. Electrons and Their Symmetries

Some states of electrical field are defined as the core (branch of U) of the electron

e+
r : R1Y1,1e

−iktẑ,

e+
l = R−z(e+

r ) : R1Y1,−1e
−iktẑ

e−r = R−z(e−l ) : −R1Y1,−1e
iktẑ

e−l : −R1Y1,1e
iktẑ, (CPT )

R−z : Rotation : z → −z, x → −x, y → y

We use these symbols e-s to express the fields (E,M). Equivalently we can con-
struct real value electron for a solution. The following is their property relative to
symmetries

electons CPT R−z physical
E0 + − + ∇ · E0 = ρ
H0 + + − ∇×H0 = J0

MDM + + − QS
Spin + − − |k|r× v

H0 is mainly generated by Magnetic Dipole Moment (MDM). Some relative energies
of electron are
1)Energy of static E-field

εe = ke

∫
dV DV ′ρ(r)ρ(r′)/|8π(r− r′)|

=. e/σke

∫
dV ρ(r)/r =

1
4.876× 10−16s

2)Energy of the static M-field
εm = εe

The value of a crossing term generated by static fields between electrons are

n(·2εe) e+
r e−r e+

l e−l
e+
r + − 0 0

e−r − + 0 0
e+
l 0 0 + −

e−l 0 0 − +

As two electrons fold their crossing term generated by dynamic correction (of
electron function) is calculated like

∆E = ∇(H0 ·H + E0 · E + cc.)/2

One can find one crossing correction is

εx =. e/σ

∫
dV 2<(Et)4 =

1
4.50× 10−8s
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The value of a crossing term generated by this correction between electrons are

n(·2εx) e+
r e−r e+

l e−l
e+
r − 0 0 −

e−r 0 − − 0
e+
l 0 − − 0

e−l − 0 0 −

9. Physics for the Cosmos of Electrons

In the group of electrons the fields is expressed by probabilities

U → U =
∑

i

Piei

by consideration of distribution of probability for each electrons. The wave function
of fields is

φi =
∑

y

fi(y)ei(x− y), φ =
∑

i

φi

It’s important that the fif
∗
i = Pi is not normalized for some reason. By probability

analysis the energy of the fields is
(9.1)
φ•φ/2 :=

∑
i,j

∑
y,y′

fi(y)ei(x−y)f∗j (y′)e∗j (x−y′)/2+
∑
i,j

∑
y

fi(y)ei(x−y)fj(y)∗e∗j (x−y)/2

=: εw + εs =: ε

The two parts are strong interaction εs and the weak interaction εw

This fields has some different from the prime and classical fields, something
dependent on probabilities. the term fi ∗ qi · (fi ∗ qi)∗ (convolution in space) is to
express the weak interaction energy. The equation of 7.1 and 3.3 must be revised
according to this then ”•” has a new meaning. After that on 3.3, the outer wave
function fi has dimension of charge density and it’s normalized to a quantum for
example 1, then for the equation the dimension of charge has two degree difference
between the two sides. This means the equation 7.1 must be applied factor 1/e2

σ.
The static central charge of system is

(9.2) ρs =
∑

i

(f∗i fi) ∗ ρei

The static MDM of system of electrons is proximately
1
2k

∑
i

Qi

|Qi|
(f∗i ∂φfi ∗ eie

∗
i + f∗i fi ∗ e∗i ∂φei)

This result is analyzed in spectrum and comes from the static fields.

10. Propagation and Movement

Electrons system has propagation like∑
i

eXr,l,z ∗ ei,
∑

i

fi ∗ ei

eXr,l,z := N · CoreOf(e+
r,l,z(kX)) · ẑ

eXx = (eXl + eXr)/
√

2
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Figure 2. the shape of distribution of momenta in one direction,
calculated through spherical Bessel functions

For example, the following are all (stable) classical propagations

particle down− quark up− quark nutino photon
notation d+ u+ νr γr

structure δ(r) ∗ e δ(r) ∗ (e+
r + e+

l ) δ(r) ∗ (e+
r + e−l ) δ(r) ∗ (e+

r + e−r )

If the self angular function of an electron in propagation (first level wave) is or-
thogonal then this term is zero and is called close (electron), otherwise it’s called
open. The crossing part of these wave∫

dV (eaxi
∗ e+

xj
) · (eaxk

∗ e+
xl

)∗ = 0

if not i = j = k = l.
The function

ςk,l,m(x) := Rl(kr)Yl,me−ik′t

meets ∫
dV ςk,l,m(x)ς∗k′,l′,m′(x) = 0, k 6= k′ ∨ l 6= l ∨m 6= m′

The function ςk,l,m(x) has a distributing momentum ie. when k = k′ the momentum
is not constrained by p2 = 0. The figure 2 is the shape of distribution of the
momenta in one direction. The reason is that a singularity is at coordinate original
to frustrate the convenience in the Fourier space.

The movement of the (stable) propagation is called Movement, ie. the second
level wave, for example

eipr−ikt ∗ δ(r) ∗ e+

It’s a harmonic function of dimensions of space, as a wave that’s explained as mass
|ke| of the particle in the movement described by this second level wave (in fact a
probability to describe appearance.) that has movement p . In this angle of view,
this wave describes all the property of the fields and divides the fields to (weak)
E-M fields and the mechanic field that’s generated by mass |ke| whose property is
Motion.
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11. Polarization of Electron

e ∗φ eiaφ :=
∫ 2π

0

dφ′e(r, θ, φ′)eia(φ−φ′)

It’s important to note that the wave eiaφ and its integral have no unit.

12. Antiparticle and Radiation

The radiation of photon is derive from this reaction

eip1x ∗ e+
r + eip2x ∗ e−r → eip3x ∗ γr

The emission (of E-M fields), that’s the reason to react forward but is not the all
energy variation related, is

4εe =
1

1.219× 10−16s

this energy marks the intension of electromagnet effect.
The wave of photon

eipr+ikt ∗ (e+
r + e−r )

has a mechanic field that describes a movement of a mass

ke − ke = 0

The equivalent reaction is like

eip1x ∗ e+
r → e−ip2x ∗ e−r + eip3x ∗ γr

e+
l is just the equivalent for the equilibrium after the particle e−r is shifted to the

other side of the reaction. In fact the shift is a transform of conjugation

e−r = (e−r )∗ ≈ −e+
r

The normal matter is called positive matter and this kind above is called antiparticle
conventionally.

Electron (as fields) is transformed to its antiparticle with unchanged static fields,
so that static external fields can’t divide between them. However, the interac-
tion between anti-particles and particles is different, correspondingly, εe,m,x is ab-
sorbed by strong interaction. Most important is their movement obey different
time-dependent equations.

The radiation of neutrino depends the reaction

e+
r + e−l → νr

This reaction is with emission of an energy

2εx =
1

2.25× 10−8s

this energy marks the intension of weak effect (of this kind). As a testifying one
can have

4εe : 2εx = 8.46× 107

This is the difference of the intension between electromagnetic effect and weak
effect.
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13. Conservation Law and Balance Formula

No matter in E-M fields (the elementary) level or in movement (the second) level,
the conservation law is conservation of momentum and conservation of angular
momentum. A balance formula for a reaction is the equivalent formula in positive
matter, ie. after all anti-matter is shifted to the other side of the reaction formula.
Balance formula is suitable for the analysis of the energy transition of E-M fields
in the reaction. The invariance of electron itself in reaction is also a conservation
law according to its balance formula.

14. Muon

In the flowing sections small blocks is analyzed. µ+ is composed of

µ+
l : eµx ∗ (−e+

r + νl)

µ is with mass 3ke/e/σ = 3× 64ke, spin 1/2, MDM µBke/kµ.
The main channel of decay

µ+
l → e+

l − νr + νl

is with balance formula

eµx ∗ νl + e−ip3x ∗ νl → e∗µx ∗ e−r + eip1x ∗ e+
l + eip2x ∗ νl

It’s only loss of a weak interaction in its weak interaction term:

εw =
∑

p

∫
dV eµx ∗ e−l · (e

ipx ∗ e−l )∗

The conservation of momentum makes the waves dependent each others but does
not disturb the summing up. The scale of propagation and electron function are
different greatly to permit a proximation that’s calculated by DFT,

=
e/σk4

e · β
k3

µ

=
1

2.166× 10−6s
[2.1970× 10−6s][1]

The data in square bracket is experimental data of the full width.

15. Pion Positive

Pion positive is
π+

r : eπx ∗ (2e+
r − e−r )

It’s with mass 5× 64ke, spin 1/2 and MDM 3µBke/kπ+ .
Decay Channels:

1)
π+ → −µ+

l + νr

It’s with balance formula

eπx ∗ 2e+
r + e−ip1x ∗ e∗µx ∗ νr → e∗πx ∗ e+

r + eip2x ∗ νr + eip1x ∗ eµx ∗ e+
r

The strong interaction between δ(r) ∗ eπx ∗ 2e+
r and eip1x ∗ eµx ∗ νr is zero. The

emission of energy is weak interaction in strong interaction term

2εx =
1

2.25× 10−8s
[(2.603× 10−8s][1]
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The referenced data is the full width.
2)

π+
r → −e+

l + νr

The balance formula is

eπx ∗ 2e+
r + e−ip1x ∗ e−l → e∗πx ∗ e+

r + eip2x ∗ νr

Its emission is quite little and nearly balancing.

16. Pion Neutral

Pion neutral is atom-like particle

π0 : f+ ∗ νr + f− ∗ νl, < f+, f− >= 0

It has mass 4ke, zero spin and MDM. Its decay modes are
1)

π0 → γr + γl

The loss of energy is from static field

8εe =
1

6.1× 10−17s
[8.4× 10−17s][1]

2)
π0 → e+

r + e−r + γl

Its emission is the energy of static field (4εe) subtracting of the energy loss by the
emission two electrons.

If the π0 atom absorbs energy it can emit two neutrinos.

17. tau

τ

τ+ : 5e+
r − 5e−r + e+

l

has decay mode
τ+ → µ+

l − νl + νr

eτx∗5e+
r +eτxe+

l +e−ip1x∗e∗µx∗e−r +e−ip2x∗νr → e∗τx∗5e+
r +eip1x∗eµx∗νl+eip3x∗νr

The loss of energy is the difference of the static fields∫
dV dV ′ |eXx|2 ∗ ρe(r) · |eXx′ |2 ∗ ρe(r′)

8π|r− r′|

between τ and µ. In fact |eXx|2 is close to a function of k3
X in a micro difference,

hence

ττ =. 4εe

k4
τ/(3k3

µ)

=
1

1.9× 10−13s
[2.9× 10−13s][1]
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18. Proton

Proton may be like

p+ : Nepx ∗ (−7e+
r + 5e−l − 3e−l + 2e−r )

The charge of electrons is 3 hence the normalization factor of outer wave is 1/
√

3
to conform to charge quantization. The mass is 86×64ke/3 that’s very close to the
real mass. The MDM is calculated as 7µN/3, spin is 3Se/3 = 1/2. The proton so
designed is eternal because even if decay to the fine small the emission is negative.

19. Magic Numbers

We define an unit: Mass-number Unite

m := meσ/e

And we presume the Mass-number (in fact being theoretical electron number) in a
particle for the four kinds of electrons are

e+
r : i, e−r : j, e+

l : k, e−l : l

The the designation of a particle is an equation i2 + j2 + k2 + l2 = M/m

i− j + k − l = Q
±i± j ± k ± l = 2S

The Data of almost all known particles (65 mass samples from [1] with data of
Q = 0, 1 and S that’s modified according to spin of neutrino 0) largely including
resonance states and super-high-energy particle eg. W,Z, but excluding baryons,
is analyzed according to this equation. In computer the result for mass comes with
the errors less than 5 percent mostly.

According to Lagrange’s four Square theorem, Any integer can be sum of some
four square of integers. But after adding the constraints of charge number or spin
number the conditions are not so simple as the Lagrange’s theorem.

If consider more complicated design like

e+
r : i′e+

r + ie−r , i′ − i = i

The equations for charge, mass and spin are
(i′ − i)2 + (j′ − j)2 + (k′ − k)2 + (l′ − l)2 = M/m

(i′ + i)− (j′ + j) + (k′ + k)− (l′ + l) = Q

(i′ − i) + (j′ − j)− (k′ − k)− (l′ − l) = 2S

20. Conclusion

The relative theory is applied to electromagnetic wave to give the looking mass
of the fields which stable expresses mass, for example the solved electron function
in this article. In my view point the sum-up of the grains of electromagnetic field is
a mechanic movement with weaker electromagnetic effect. Fortunately this model
will explain all the effects in the known world: strong, weak and electromagnetic
effects, and even subclassified them further if not add new ones. In this model the
only field is electromagnetic field except space, this is philosophical with the unified
world from unique source. The main logics to solve the electron and all depend on
a simple fact: the gross momentum in a system is time-invariant.
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The energy of matter should happen in this process, the hot matter distilled
to protons as got cold with their wave functions dependent each others and re-
normalized. the harmony between bent space and electromagnetic fields explain
them all.

I found these presumptions on some days of 1994-1995 and soon I find the
charge quantization approximately to testify this theory that year. At that time a
few people studied in HUST China know of it. But in the following teen years I
nearly forgot it except now and several years ago a round of submission of it.
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